Food Storage Containers

Call for PBI Service: (562) 595-4785 or (209) 839-9280

(Toll Free) 1-800-421-3753

Square Food Containers
Square containers take up 33% less
space than round containers! They
are clear so you can tell what's
inside at a glance. And, they are
made from Polycarbonate so they
will actually bounce off a tile kitchen floor and not break! We print
graduations on the outside so you
know how much you have inside.
Squares come in 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 18 &
22 qt. sizes. Optional color coded
snap-tight covers feature tabs so that
they can be easily removed.

1600690
1600750
1600810

4 qt. square container
6 qt. square container
8 qt. square container

1600815
1600825
1600835

12 qt. square container
18 qt. square container
22 qt. square container

1601320
1601350
1601360

2 & 4 qt. square cover—green
6 & 8 qt. square cover—orange
12, 18, 22 qt. square cover—blue

Round Food Containers
A traditional favorite in food storage, these round storage
containers are so handy. You can store ingredients or
transport ready-to-serve or partially prepared foods. There
is no guessing what's inside, these are completely clear
with red imprinted graduation marks. Because of their
shape, the containers allow proper circulation of air which
enables them to withstand temperatures from - 40°F to
212°F, (a great way to cool off or freeze large quantities
safely and quickly). Made of virtually unbreakable
Polycarbonate, the container won't chip, crack or dent
from everyday use. Food acids, oils and alcohol won't stain or harm them. Molded-in handles provide an easy grip for lifting
containers which conveniently rest on top of each other. Covers are available for ”spill-proof” transporting. Dishwasher safe.

1607272
1601245
1601290
1601270

6 qt. round container
8 qt. round container
2 & 4 qt. clear cover
6 & 8 qt. clear cover

Clear Storage Boxes
Food storage boxes' clear finish assure instant food identification and inventoryat-a-glance for premium organization and time savings. Tough Polycarbonate
stands up to tough treatment withstanding temperature extremes from - 40°F to
+212°F. These boxes stack securely (loaded or unloaded), fit standard carts and
racks and are dishwasher safe. Their smooth surfaces are easy to clean and their
snap-tight lids are available hinged for easy access.

4801847

32

18” x 26” x 9” storage box
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4802940
4802970
4803000

12” x 18” x 6” storage box
18” x 26” clear cover
12” x 18” clear cover

